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 In this essay I will discuss the definition of art in relation to our modern perceptions of reality, 
and how photography has the ability to represent different variations of contextual knowledge that 
leads to altered realities. Furthermore I will acknowledge the subjective experiences that have 
been expressed through different artistic mediums that has constituted my personal understanding 
of the artistic process. 
 For over the past 180 years people have been asking the question, is photograph art? Over the 
past few decades this question has been heard with ever decreasing frequency. In 2011 Andreas 
Gurskey’s, Rhein II photograph sold for £2.7 million, known as one of the worlds most expensive 
photographs ever sold at auction. The same year another image topped that record, Peter Lik sold 
his image ‘Phantom’ at auction for £4.1 million. These moments reinforced the fact that yes 
photography is seen as art by many people but certain areas have been lead into a consumer market 
and cornered with no vision of the real experience of art, it seams people have more money than 
sense. In a 2012 Guardian article, questioning weather Gurskey’s image is art, one critic said the 
image was, ”too literal to compete with works of art" because it was unable to "elevate the 
imagination”. Meaning this photograph does not resonate an artistic intention that has the 
creativity to constitute art. Personally I think this image was sold because of the name and the 
meaning of the materialistic value of the name. I think that the image is not art in the essence that it 
was not created from the soul and resonates an experience or feeling one can have in the soul. The 
idea that “photographs could capture more than just surface appearances – was, in the words of the 
great photographer Jeff Wall.” 
In November 2014 in a Guardian article explaining how Jonathan Jones, an art critic went to the 
nation portrait gallery to observe a Taylor Wessing prize in 2014 and said that everything wrong 
with photography being art is global capitalism and images such as peter lik’s being sold for so 
much is a perfect example, to which O’hagen replied “so what! there are plenty of artists who use 
photography.” Suggesting artists who use photography in their work, such as William Eggleston, 
Edward Steichen, Dianne Arbus, Robert Frank, Hiroshi Sugimoto and plenty more. In which he is 
perfectly correct, their work makes you look at the world differently and this is how an artist 
should impact your perception. 
Fig. 1. Peter Lik. Phantom. 2014.  
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 Wassily Kandinsky would argue that real art is created in the deep search of the soul and is 
experienced in the soul as feelings or an experience, talking about painting, “The history of the 
development is closely parallel to that of music.” Kandinsky is suggesting that art is a symphony, a 
piece of music that resonates with the soul, that can only be harnessed and translated into 
something objective and will be beautiful if developed consistently with the soul. Meaning, “it has 
something to clothe, and does not remain a glove without a hand.” Without the hand the glove is 
purposeless, the hand brings about the whole meaning, it is the embodiment of the soul, if they are 
aware of each other then they can communicate, then works representing the metaphysical reality 
can be seen.   
 

Fig. 2. Wassily Kandinsky.  

 “There is only one way that can lead you to understand life and reality: your own way. Trusting 
your intuition, experience and theory helps you find your way. Artists find their way through 
making works of art. Painting Sculpting, etc. is their way of thinking on life and reality. Theory 
and knowledge of other fields enhance the understanding of their own way. The experience of art 
will enhance your intuition and acknowledgement of life and reality as it is”. Fre Ilgen, suggests 
art is an experience inside everyone of us: being completely immersed in the process of finding out 
new things in the world and about one’s self by letting one’s creativity and thought lead the way 
into the depths of knowledge: the unknown levels of life you are still to uncover. The more theory 
you expose yourself to, the deeper you can look and the more you see in the world, eventually you 
realise it for what it really is, maybe having to let go of what you thought it was, opening pathways 
to places you thought you could never go and levels of experience you couldn't have ever possibly 
imagined. This is what we have been seeing all throughout historical art, an expression of one’s 
self and things that happened in the world around them and relating metaphysical concepts such as 
a transcendental experience. These experiences in which the need to express our being transcends 
our ability to comprehend our internal dasein through objectivity, have been historically described 
through archetypal stories, the essence of these stories is the essence of life itself, implying that 
these stories go beyond social constructs but instead are ingrained into the physicality of our 
metaphysical structure through out the development of humanity. If you can harness the energy of 
the dasein and control it within your reality and make sense of the outcomes of the translation 
created, then your work constitutes art.  
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 The question of the inherent creativity that can be portrayed through photography is not a 
debate of the past, what remains is a more complex debate surrounding photography ability to 
represent the possibilities of internal life instead of objectively depicting it. Photography’s ability 
to combine the objective world and subjective world is important in terms of this perceptual frame 
we experience, in philosophy, Heidegger suggests… the Dasein; the phenomenological frame. you 
cant think about it as merely perception, because it contains all of the things you experience 
subjectively, the emotions and the Quaila… an element of being the quality of pain or the quality 
of love, which doesn't seem reducible to a set of objective facts. etc. But these things are not 
irreducible in and of themselves… what is pain made of? It doesn't seem like a reasonable 
question, but with inquisition into the subject with a scientific viewpoint, you can deconstruct the 
neurological circuits that are involved in the experience of pain… but to ask what it is made of is 
hard to get your head around because these feelings manifest themselves as raw facts of existence. 
So they are constituent elements of your existential or phenomenological experience, the Dasein. 
Being there, with you in the centre of the experience.  
 “Artists are the people who articulate the unrevealed and they bring in new elements of being 
that have not yet entered into the current social consciousness, they are moving the culture forward 
into the unknown, doing this by translating what is as of yet unimaginable into what is imaginable, 
represented in image, literature and drama.” Jordan Peterson has an honest insight into seeing what 
makes society operate and suggests that true artists are problem solvers and are always trying to 
figure something out, using visual imagination in painting for example. The artist civilises us and 
helps us see, with certain arts such as photography, the artist is forcing you to see, by including and 
excluding subject matter from the frame of perception. Good artists should make you see things in 
a new way, because they are masters of perception, they immerse their lives with levels of 
understanding constantly solving problems and shining new light to deeper areas of the unknown. 
They are the foundation in which our society sits on, relying on the artist/architect to bring about 
order in a derelict area, to make it more aesthetic, comfortable and safe, when they have done their 
work and the monetary implications involved have been dealt with, the artist has gone and is 
forgotten about. This is because the places the artist works on for example; a place of despair, they 
see the potential and rejuvenate with art and design to bring about a new perception by creating 
new things for the rest of society to interact with, when their work is done they will go off into the 
unknown again to look for another area to expand upon. So in reality the artist is the one who set 
the stone for the whole structure and they suggested a whole new way of doing things, after hard 
conscious thinking and development of ideas they have created the structures we see and interact 
with.  
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 Fig 3. Simon Roberts.  
  

 After articulating these new conclusions of art and consciousness, my mind really opened up to 
the world painting and abstract impressionism, and just really immersing myself in the process of 
resonating with my soul and speaking the language of art. Using different types of materials and 
techniques, creating with physical touch and without touch, I managed to create some really 
powerful work that I can connect with directly.  
 I have come across the works of Pollock, Rothko, Picasso, Kadinsky, and more. I have become 
inspired by their ability to represent the subjective reality we can perceive but not translate or 
describe with the objective reality. I revisited a Walker Evans book that inspired me a few years 
ago to create a body of work called Castlefield woods and I noticed the colour images that I was 
initially inspired from were actually colour polaroids taken in the late 50’s. Photography and 
especially Painting has opened up a whole new avenue of creativity and I can see paths in my mind 
in relation to photographic work I could not perceive before. But what really blew my mind is the 
realisation of the complexity of the fractal, yet the easily translatable nature of energy, in which on 
many levels can be seen in my Fuji Instax work. Abstract painting and just merely experimentation 
opens up the opportunity to see for yourself how our mind recognises patterns and translates them 
to recognition of objective reality, but with the subjective experience implicit in it. ... as artists, we 
delve into the unknown and come back with something to translate into the objective world. Well 
after a few weeks of looking and speaking about works and analysing these concepts, I decided to 
get some canvases, glass sheets and paints, and immerse myself in the experience of another 
artistic medium. Here are some paintings I have completed using acrylics and inks. Painting on 
glass plates as well as canvas gave some really exciting happenings, integrating certain techniques 
to allow a natural separation of pains of glass with paint in-between. I also experimented with  Fuji 
Instax film, taking them on non polaroid cameras, for example fig. 5 was taken on a 6x6cm 
medium format modular camera with the instant film stuck to the film plate in the cassette in the 
film back.  
 I hope my work resonates to a musical symphony and expresses my soul down to the first 
pieces of energy that sparked life in my mind and imagination, which can be seen as fractals in the 
glass Dendritic painting. (Fig.7). I see my work heading deeper into a completely new realm of art, 
I feel as my work is inspired from the greats and the more knowledge I expose my mind to: I  will 
one day be seen as one of them in the context of modern times.  
 Furthermore I think that photography can definitely constitute art, and with the subjective 
reality being more apparent I fell that art work can make you experience levels of perception very 
hard, if not impossible to see with the objective reality.  
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Fig. 4. Ryan Free. Fuji Instax experimentation. Between worlds. In Negative .  
Fig. 5. Ryan Free. Fuji Instax experimentation. Between worlds 2. In Negative. 

Fig. 6. Ryan Free. Acrylic on Canvas. 10” x 8”. Gloss Finished.  
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Fig. 7. Ryan Free. Acrylic and Fractal Composition. Glass Plate. Dendritic.  
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